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This paper describes a program created to equalize the response of all 64×44 or 64×68 photo-
multiplier tube channels in the outer veto systems for the near and far detectors, at the Double
Chooz experiment site in France. The program uses a standalone, iterative approach to accomplish
this. Calibrating this network of photomultiplier tubes is essential to accurately tag outer veto
scintillation events as radiation or muons. This helps create a more purified beta decay spectrum in
the main detector volume. The program runs on DOGS data, which is the outputted data type of
the experiment, and will be applied to the outer veto system when constructed at the far detector
site in the upcoming months. It can also be used as a long-term monitor of the outer veto system
in both detectors.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. The Standard Model: An Overview

Figure 1: The Standard Model of physics.[1]

The Standard Model of particle physics (Figure 1) is a
theory formulated in the 1970s that describes subatomic
particles on the most fundamental scale. The formation
of the Standard Model is based on two quantum field
theories: quantum electrodynamics (QED), and quan-
tum chromodynamics (QCD). According to the Standard
Model, all particles are either leptons (electrons, muons,
tauons, or their neutrino counterparts), or are composed
of combinations of quarks (up, down, charm, strange,
top, or bottom). The Standard Model also describes the
bosons that mediate the strong, weak, and electromag-
netic forces. These particles are gluons, Z or W-bosons,
and photons, respectively. The Higgs boson, which is a
theorized particle that gives rise to an interaction that
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causes particles to have mass, is shown, but has yet to be
detected. The current Standard Model does not include
gravitons, the proposed particles that mediate gravita-
tional force. It also falls short in that about 85% of the
mass of the universe is unaccounted for by any of the par-
ticles described by the Standard Model – missing “dark
matter”[2].

B. Neutrinos: Mass, Flavor Eigenstates and
Oscillations Therein

According to the original Standard Model, neutrinos
had no mass. After an experiment measuring the neu-
trino flux from the sun was conducted, about one third
of the expected number of neutrinos were measured[3].
The only explanation for this was that neutrinos oscil-
late between flavor states (i.e. electron neutrino to muon
neutrino or tau neutrino). According to quantum me-
chanics, this is only possible if neutrinos have mass. The
simplest way to describe neutrino oscillations is in two
steps as follows:

• Neutrino flavor eigenstates (electron, muon, tau)
are different from neutrino mass eigenstates (1, 2,
and 3).

That is, an electron neutrino doesn’t have one specific
mass, nor does a muon neutrino or tau neutrino. Simi-
larly, a neutrino measured to have one of the three possi-
ble masses isn’t necessarily purely an electron neutrino,
muon neutrino, or tau neutrino.

• Two mass states can interfere to form different fla-
vor states.

A neutrino traveling through space will not have a defined
flavor state. It is simultaneously a combination of mass
states which combine to form different flavor states. The
probability of oscillation between two neutrino flavors is
given by the following equation,

P (νµ → νe) = sin2(2θ)sin2(
1.27∆m2L

E
) (1)
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where νµ and νe are the two neutrino flavors between
which there is an oscillation, θ is the mixing angle, ∆m2

is the difference in the squares of the neutrino mass eigen-
states, L is the distance the neutrino travels, and E is the
energy of the neutrino. In the (more realistic) three neu-
trino case, this oscillation is described by a matrix, νe

νµ
ντ

 =

Ue1 Ue2 Ue3e
iδ

Uµ1 Uµ2 Uµ3

Uτ1 Uτ2 Uτ3

  ν1
ν2
ν3

 = U

 ν1
ν2
ν3


(2)

where U is made up of various “mixing angles“ between
the neutrino states,

U = [A][B][C] (3)

where A, B, and C are 3×3 matrices:

A =

 cos(θ12) sin(θ12) 0
−sin(θ12) cos(θ12) 0

0 0 1

 (4)

B =

 cos(θ13) 0 e−iδCP sin(θ13)
0 1 0

e−iδCP sin(θ13) 0 cos(θ13)

 (5)

C =

1 0 0
0 cos(θ23) sin(θ23)
0 −sin(θ23) cos(θ23)

 (6)

Equations (4), (5), and (6) together describe the unitary
matrix, (3) which, according to equation (2) describes
the oscillation between mass and flavor eigenstates of
neutrinos. Equation (4) depends on the mixing angle
θ12, which was calculated by observing solar neutrino
oscillations[4]. Equation (6) depends on mixing angle
θ23, which was calculated by observing atmospheric
neutrino oscillations[5]. Equation (5) depends on θ13,
which has yet to be definitively measured. So far, the
Chooz experiment (the predecessor to Double Chooz)
has set an upper limit of 13 ◦ on θ13[6].

Calculating this final mixing angle will further
our understanding of the relationship between mass and
flavor states of neutrinos. It will also open up research
into calculating the charge-parity violation phase,
δCP . A non-zero δCP will indicate that neutrinos and
their antimatter counterparts, antineutrinos, oscillate
differently. This could lead to an explanation of why we
live in a matter-dominated universe[7].

C. Double Chooz: The Search for θ13

Double Chooz is a double-detector reactor experiment
designed to measure the neutrino mixing angle θ13. It
is a successor to the past single-detector experiment,

Chooz. Nuclear reactors produce an abundance of
electron antineutrinos with well known energies as a
result of the fission reaction. It is possible to calculate
the number of antineutrinos that are produced (isotrop-
ically) within the reactor in a given time period, and
subsequently, how many of those electron antineutrinos
would pass through a detector at a given distance in
that same time span. Knowing the cross section (the
probability of interaction) for the antineutrino reaction
within the detector, it is possible to calculate exactly
how many electron antineutrinos should be detected.

While this experiment is possible with one de-
tector at a known distance from the reactor (Chooz),
the use of both a near and a far detector with identical
structures allows the cancellation of systematic uncer-
tainties in neutrino flux and detector response. The two
detectors are located 410 meters (“near”) and 1.05km
(“far”) from the reactor. Each detector has a target
volume filled with a buffer doped with Gadolinium, a
molecule with a very high neutron affinity.

Figure 2: Diagram of the far detector at Double Chooz. From
inside to outside, target volume (yellow), gamma catcher,
buffer, inner veto. The outer veto detector will lay horizon-
tally over the entire detector [8].

The neutrino-induced process in the target volume of
the Double Chooz detectors is inverse beta decay (IBD)

ν̄e + p→ n+ e+ (7)

where an electron antineutrino interacts with a proton
in the target volume, releasing a neutron and a positron.
The positron almost immediately finds a nearby electron
with which to annihilate, releasing photons that are
detected by photomultiplier tubes. The neutron takes
an average time of 100µsec to bounce around and
capture on a Gadolinium nucleus in the target volume,
which again emits photons that are detected by the
photomultiplier tubes. This time delay between two
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signals is difficult (but not impossible) to accidentally
replicate with background radiation.

Give that the value of θ13 relates the oscillation
of electron neutrinos (antineutrinos) to other types, we
know how many electron antineutrinos we expect to
see in the detector, and our detector is only sensitive
to electron antineutrino interactions (equation 7), the
difference between expected events and recorded events
represents the portion of the electron antineutrinos from
the reactor that have oscillated into other flavors, or
“disappeared”. Thus, this data can lead to a calculation
of θ13.

With both detectors active, Double Chooz plans
to reach a sensitivity of 0.03 on sin2(2θ13) after three
years of operation[8]. For more details on the Double
Chooz experiment, the proposal can be found on the
Double Chooz Website[9].

II. OUTER VETO SYSTEM AT DOUBLE
CHOOZ

Figure 3: The Outer Veto in a Double Chooz detector [10].

The outer veto (OV) system for each Double Chooz
detector consists of several planes of scintillator panels
which cover a large area, placed above the detector
(Figure 3). The OV systems are designed to tag muons
from above which pass through the detector. This
is important because high energy muons can enter
the detector and capture on nuclei, producing fast
neutrons that mimic the inverse beta decay signal. Also,
spallation from cosmic ray muons can create 9Li inside
the detector, which frequently β-decays, producing
neutrons that capture on the Gadolinium and mimic
the IBD signal. In addition to spallation, “near miss”
muon interactions in the rock surrounding the detector
may produce a neutron that can enter the detector
and simulate an IBD event together with a gamma ray.
To help reject these backgrounds, when the outer veto

detects a muon, it can warn the data acquisition system
to erase any data taken within the time that muon
might induce an IBD-mimicing background.

At the near detector (under approximately 70
meters water equivalent), the muon flux is about 6
muons per square meter per second, while it is about 0.6
muons per square meter per second at the far detector
(under approximately 300 m.w.e.)[10]. As seen in Figure
3, there are several planes of these detectors which
overlap the main detector volume, designed for optimal
coverage. Each plane is made up of many overlapping
thin, long scintillating strips, and is four layers thick
(Figure 4). Four layers are necessary because the top
two overlap and lay in the “x” direction, while the
bottom two overlap and lay in the “y” direction. This
allows more accurate spacial location of a muon, as a
four-fold hit provides both the x and the y coordinate of
the muon relative to the detector.

Figure 4: A side view of two overlapping (x.y) modules in the
midst of a 4-fold muonic hit. Channels hit are indicated in
red.

Each strip is 1cm thick, 5cm wide, 3.6m long and is
surrounded on all sides by a reflecting TiO2 coating.
Scintillator readout occurs through a 1.5mm wavelength
shifting (WLS) fiber optic cable running through the
middle of each strip (not shown in Figure 4). There is
an average of 400cm of attenuation length in the fibers,
and they readout via an M64 and customized electronics.

When radiation or muons pass through a strip,
a portion of the scintillation light created eventually
enters into the fiber, is wavelength shifted to the optimal
wavelength for photodetection, and internally reflects
down to a single channel in a module. There are 44
modules in the far detector, and 68 modules at the near
detector. A module consists of 64 fibers read out by one
photomultiplier tube with 64 pixels (or channels), as
seen in Figure 5. Thus the outer veto has 44×64 total
channels at the far detector, and 68×44 total channels at
the near detector. The near detector has more channels
because the OV system there covers a larger area, as the
muon flux is higher.
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Figure 5: A single Hamamatsu module, with 64 pixels within.
64 fiber optic cables will be mounted to this face (coming out
of the page), each coming from a separate scintillating strip
in the outer veto[11].

A. Why Calibration is Important

Each channel in the outer veto system is essentially a
separate photomultiplier tube (PMT). While these tubes
are ideally identical, in reality they are each different.
Each PMT has an intrinsic gain built in, so identical
amounts of light inputted to different channels will often
yield different ADC values (the size of the electric signal
each PMT outputs). The goal of calibrating the outer
veto is to calculate what gain needs to be applied to
each channel in the system to equilibrate the response
to light. This is important because a calibrated system
maximizes efficiency and muon purity to more accurately
veto muons from the final experimental data.

This isn’t as easy as it might sound. It is diffi-
cult to produce an exact amount of light and simply
shine it repeatedly on each channel and measure ADC
output. Also, this strategy would not take other im-
portant variables into account including variations in
scintillator and fiber efficiencies. An added difficulty is
that the OV system needs to be calibrated after it is fully
constructed, as it is good practice to calibrate several
times a year to account for time-dependent changes in
the PMTs.

B. Overview of OV Calibration Strategy

The trick to calibrating the outer veto system is
to use the muons themselves. Muons deposit energy
linearly as a function of penetration depth[12]. Taking
into account possible muon entry angles, thickness of
scintillator panels, and other variables, there should be
an average muon energy deposited that is the same for
each scintillator panel. The goal is to, in each channel,
isolate muon signals from other background radiation
signals and locate the ADC value of the peak.

First, a common muon ADC peak is chosen for
all channels. Then, the muon ADC peak in each channel
can be multiplied by a calculated gain constant to be
shifted towards the common value. For simplicity, the
common muon ADC peak in every channel is chosen to
be the average ADC peak over all channels,

new gaini,j =
desired final ADC peak

current ADC peaki,j
old gaini,j (8)

where old gaini,j is in this case the intrinsic gain of the
detector, and the indices i and j represent a single pixel
in the system. By calculating and applying new gain
constants as such, the muon peak in every pixel will be
shifted towards the desired final ADC peak.

The final strategy to calibrating the outer veto
can be summarized as follows:

1. Read in data.

2. Isolate muonic signals from background radiation
signals.

3. Calculate the necessary gain constants for each
channel (equation 8).

4. Apply the new gain constants on a hardware level,
and record more data.

5. Repeat process on new data, for as many iterations
as it takes for the PMT output to be equilibrated
sufficiently (according to a user-defined threshold
on the spread of the muon peaks over all channels).

III. DCOVCALIB: SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION

The program, DCOVCalib, is written in root and C++
and is designed to calibrate the outer veto system. It
was created and tested on data taken from module pro-
totypes at the University of Chicago. This data was con-
verted into DOGS (Double Chooz Offline Group Soft-
ware) format, which is the format for future data at
Chooz. DCOVCalib has not been used to calibrate the
actual outer veto system at the near detector, as it is not
yet fully constructed. It should be used in the upcoming
months at the near site.

A. Online Structure

The conventional Double Chooz Run Control is by-
passed by DCOVCalib when calibrating the outer veto
detector. DCOVCalib calls a separate outer veto run
control via TCPIP connection, which communicates with
the outer veto data acquisition. The data is fed into the
analysis portion of the DCOVCalib program, which cal-
culates several quantities of interest:
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• ADC to PE (photoelectron) conversion factors for
each channel. This constant is different for each
PMT. It represents the ADC value corresponding
to a single photoelectron expelled from the PMT
coating. This is useful in rejecting noise, as any
ADC signal below a single photoelectron’s worth
has no physical significance.

• Muon peak ADC values for each channel.

• Necessary gain constants to be applied to each
channel to equalize response.

• The spread of the muon peaks over all channels.
This is necessary to determine whether the system
is finished calibrating, or more iterations are neces-
sary.

• Likelihood distributions for each channel. These
are described in appendix A.

These values are uploaded to a MySQL table, which is
an external online database. The DCOVCalib program
can interact with the MySQL table to update values
from a current run, or retrieve values from a previous run.

At this point, DCOVCalib checks whether the
spread over all channels is sufficiently small to consider
its job complete. If not, it retrieves the uploaded the
gain constants from MySQL, and passes them to the
DAQ. The DAQ applies these gain constants, and
takes more data. From here, the cycle repeats. With
each iteration, the muon peaks in each channels should
approach one constant ADC value, and the spread over
all channels should decrease.

B. Analysis Structure

The goal of the analysis portion of DCOVCalib
is to isolate muon signals from background radia-
tion and noise. Data is read in, and the analysis
structure performs a series of tighter and tighter cuts
to attempt to generate a highly purified sample of muons.

The data from the outer veto system comes in
the forms of EnDeps, or energy depositions, since each
“event” may correspond to multiple hits (see Figure 4).
The analysis portion of the DCOVCalib program thus
begins by looping over all of the EnDeps. Within each
EnDep, all of the hits are looped over. For each hit, the
channel number and module are recorded as variables,
as well as the charge deposited (in ADC). The charge,
however, needs to be corrected to take light attenuation
in the fiber optic cable “pigtail” into account,

chargecorrected = chargeinitial × e
fiber length

λ (9)

where λ is an attenuation constant characteristic to the
type of fiber optic cable used, which is λ = 400 ± 10%.

The “pigtail” is simply the length of fiber between where
it exits the scintillator strip and where it connects to the
PMT face.

With this pigtail light attenuation correction com-
plete, the first cut on the hits can be made. Since
muon ADC values are generally higher than background
radiation or noise, all signals with an ADC of less than
5 are rejected. This is an extremely loose cut, as a single
photoelectron (the smallest quantized amount that a
photomultiplier tube can measure) produces an average
of ∼15 ADC signal.

The next cut is made based on the probability that the
hit is a muon or background radiation. This probability
is referred to as the likelihood. A description of how
likelihoods are calculated can be found in appendix (A).
A function in DCOVCalib takes the ADC for the hit and
outputs the probability that it belongs to a muon. This
probability is used to make another loose cut on the
hit, to eliminate hits that have a very low probability of
being muonic, with the intention of speeding up the code.

Assuming the hit passes both of these loose cuts, a
counter keeping track of the total number of hits in that
EnDep is increased. When all of the hits in the EnDep
have been sorted and cut, if this counter is less than
four, the EnDep is rejected as being muonic. A muon
hit is here defined as an energy deposit in at least four
overlapping strips (Figure 4). If fewer than four hits
were recorded, the EnDep is considered radiation in
nature, and the hits are filled into radiation histograms
for later use. The program then moves on to the next
EnDep in the data.

Assuming there are more than four hits in the
EnDep, the program loops over all active modules and
checks that there are at least two hits inside each. If
there is only one hit in the module, overlapping strips
were certainly not active in coincidence, so again the
program considers the hit to be radiation.

After this, the program loops over all modules
with at least two hits in them, to see if the hits are
geometrically overlapping (see Figure 4). Note, this
step will not be necessary for the future Chooz OV
data, as the hardware is designed to only trigger on
geometrically overlapping hits. In the current program
structure, locating geometrically overlapping strips is
accomplished by looping over the top layer of strips and
finding the maximum ADC for hits there, then looping
over the bottom layer of strips and finding the maximum
ADC for hits there. This assumes that a muon hit will
always have a higher ADC value than a radiation hit,
which is generally a safe assumption. This also assumes
that there is only one muon per EnDep, which is safe
to make if the data sample size is sufficiently large and
the intent is calibration, not data collection. Next, a
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mapping is applied to see if these strips are overlapping.
If no overlapping strips are found, the hits are again
considered radiation. If two overlapping strips are found,
the program continues, and considers all other hits in
the module for crosstalk analysis.

Figure 6: A sketch of the 64 channels of the PMT, similar
to Figure 5. Red points are fibers transmitting light from a
muonic hit, and blue channels are possible crosstalk locations.
Grey points demonstrate a special case where possible crosstalk
channels overlap.

Crosstalk is a phenomenon specific to this type
of PMT setup. When light traveling through the fiber
reaches the PMT face, it is possible that a small amount
of it can spill over to adjacent channels (Figure 6).
This light is almost always a low enough intensity to
expel a single photoelectron from the PMT coating.
Thus, accurately locating crosstalk signals allows for the
calculation of an ADC-to-PE conversion factor. The
program locates crosstalk signals after geometrically
overlapping hits within a module (assumed to be muons)
are found. A map is applied to these channels to
find adjacent channels on the PMT face. The chan-
nels of the extra hits in that module are checked for
their proximity to the muon channels. If the extra
hit channels are adjacent to the muon channels, the
ADC for the extra hits are fed into a crosstalk histogram.

It should be noted that given the special case
shown in grey in Figure 6 where possible crosstalk
channels overlap, these channels are not considered
when searching for matches in the extra hits in the
module, to help prevent the occurrence of a 2-PE peak.
Not considering these channels is acceptable, as there are
sufficient statistics without these channels to calculate an
ADC-to-PE conversion factor with reasonable precision.
Later in the analysis, the peak of the filled crosstalk
histograms represents the ADC-to-PE conversion factor
for that channel (see Figure 7).

The next cut involves confirming that the active
modules containing two geometrically overlapping hits
are themselves overlapping. This is done by applying
another mapping to the list of modules containing

Figure 7: An example of a crosstalk histogram generated from
data taken with the MegaMini module prototype (see appendix
B) at the University of Chicago. Note the single photoelectron
peak around 15 ADC and the two photoelectron peak at around
30.

overlapping hits, to find overlapping (x,y) pairs of
modules. For a visual reference, see Figure 8.

Figure 8: An overhead view of the outer veto at the far
site, with each y-oriented module overlapping two or more x-
oriented modules.

At this point, another cut on the likelihoods is
made. The likelihood is calculated for each of the
geometrically overlapping within module overlapping
hits in the EnDep, and the logs of each are taken. These
logs are then summed together (see Figure 10). This
is similar to multiplying together all of the likelihoods
(equation 10), which is possible because each likelihood
is independent from (orthogonal to) the others[13].
However, dealing with the log of the probability con-
verts the product to a sum (equation 11). The sum
of the log likelihoods, Psum, is used as a cut, where
Psum > mulikecutoversum, which is a user defined
threshold. This cut on the likelihood sum is a harder cut
than the initial likelihood cut on each hit in the EnDep,
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because the summation allows for more variation in
an individual hit while still corresponding to a muonic
EnDep.

Psum = log(
n∏
i=0

likelihoodi) (10)

Psum =
n∑
i=0

log(likelihoodi) (11)

Here, “n” is the number of overlapping hits for the
EnDep. n has a maximum of 4 for a single muon in
future Chooz data.

Now, assuming we have at least a four fold coin-
cidence, attenuation factors are calculated. Using the
“x” module to calculate the length of fiber within the
scintillator (excluding the pigtail) through which the
light has traveled in the “y” module, and using the “y”
module to calculate the length of fiber through which
the light in the “x” panel has travelled, an attenuation
factor is calculated for each hit and applied to correct
the signal. This correction combined with the initial
pigtail correction takes into account all light attenuation
in the fibers.

Figure 9: A sample of a muon histogram generated from data
taken with a full-size prototype module at the University of
Chicago. The ADC peak is located at roughly 250 ADC.

At this point in the program, all cuts are com-
pleted and a clean sample of muons has been obtained.
The appropriate muon histograms are filled, while
crosstalk histograms to calculate ADC2PE values al-
ready exist. Additionally, radiation histograms used in
calculating the likelihoods have also been generated. An
example muon histogram is shown in Figure 9.

The peaks of all crosstalk histograms and muon

histograms are calculated. The peak values of
the muon histograms are fed into another his-
togram, mean histogram. The mean and RMS of
mean histogram are used to calculate the spread
of the PMT response over all modules and channels
(equation 12). The new gain constants are calculated
knowing the peak of mean histogram, which is the
“desired final ADC peak” in equation (8).

overall spread =
RMS of mean histogram

peak of mean histogram
(12)

At this point, the analysis portion of the program is com-
plete. It uploads all relevant quantities of interest to a
MySQL table, at which point the run control takes over.
It will retrieve the calculated gain constants, apply them
on a hardware level, and take more data. This iterative
cycle repeats as many times as necessary to reach the
desired spread (equation 12).

IV. CONCLUSION: RESULTS, FUTURE PLANS

After roughly two months of software development,
the final DCOVCalib program and a detailed docu-
mentation file have been committed to SVN[14]. The
program will be implemented in its current (or slightly
altered) form in the upcoming months when the outer
veto hardware is completed at the far detector in Chooz.
It is estimated it will only take two or three iterations
to accomplish its goal, with the final spread over all
channels being less than 5%.

A. MegaMini and Chicago Data - Test Calibration
Results

During June 2010, the MegaMini OV module proto-
type (see appendix B) was installed in the Double Chooz
Far Lab. This device was exposed to cosmic ray flux for
32 hours while collecting data. We analyzed this data
and were able to test our spread minimization capability
and as well as likelihood behavior. We also conducted
a similar procedure for the data taken with the Chicago
modules (full size, but only x-directioned planes). The
results are summarized in Table I.

The minimization procedure seems to be very effective
in equalizing the average ADC per muon per pixel
reducing the spread from an initial value of 22%(13%)
to 8.2%(3.1%) for Chicago(Megamini data).

Note that the RMS for the ADC distribution for
each pixel in the case of the MegaMini data is 27%
while in Chicago it is 40%. The difference is due to the
attenuation length of the fibers. The numbers reported
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(a) MegaMini Spread Minimization Test Results

Iteration Avg muon ADC RMSall channels Spread (%)

initial 202.47 27.00 13.33

first (final) 278.72 8.77 3.15

(b) Chicago Module Spread Minimization Test Results

Iteration Avg muon ADC RMSall channels Spread (%)

initial 179.09 39.42 22.01

first 261.59 21.64 8.27

Table I: Tables summarizing the results of the spread mini-
mization procedure with the MegaMini module at Chooz (a)
and the Chicago module (b). As an initial step, we report the
average muon energy deposition in ADC for all pixels (36 for
MegaMini, 128 for Chicago) and the RMS of this distribution.
Then we report the variation in these quantities as function
of iterations. The procedure does not imply retaking data with
different sets of gain constants. The ADC value are multiplied
by the inverse of the gain constants used to take data and then
multiplied by the new gain constants calculated at the previous
step. Each table shows one iteration only.

are obtained without applying any correction for the
attenuation length. The strip lengths are 20 cm in
the MegaMini while in the actual OV module they
are 360 cm. The effect due to the attenuation length
will be corrected in the actual Chooz data because full
geometrical information will be available (having X&Y

hits). The variation in the spread of the muon ADC
distributions will decrease both the performance of the
minimization process slightly, and the effectiveness of
the likelihood.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Likelihoods

A likelihood is essentially a mapping that takes ADC
values for hits and converts them to probabilities that
the hits are muons. To generate this mapping for a
channel, a muon distribution and a radiation distribu-
tion are required. Because of this, the first iteration
when calibrating at the future Chooz near site will use
precalibrated likelihoods calculated with the MegaMini
module (see appendix B).

To calculate a likelihood, the area of each of the
two histograms is normalized to 1. Then, the histograms
are divided bin by bin, as muon

radiation . The log of the value
of each bin is taken. If the log is greater than 0, the ADC
values in that bin likely correspond to a muonic hit. If
the log is negative, those ADC values likely correspond
to a radiation hit. The more positive the log, the more
likely it is a muon. The initial cut on individual hits is
taken as the log must be greater than -2, which is an
extremely loose cut.

The real usefulness of likelihoods is in taking the
sum of the log likelihoods (equation 11). Since each
of hits in a muonic EnDep are orthogonal, their log
likelihoods can be summed (Psum), and a harder cut
on this value can be made. There is an optimal value
for this cut that preserves efficiency and purity of the
muon sample. An optimization study was conducted
and summarized in appendix B.

Appendix B: Optimizing Likelihood Sum Cut

With the equations described below, one can optimize
the parameter mulikecutoversum, which is the thresh-
old cut on the sum of the likelihoods in a muonic EnDep
described in appendix (A), to maximize efficiency and
purity of the muon sample. To do this, the MegaMini
prototype was used. The MegaMini prototype is a small,
portable module made of the same height and width
scintillator panels as the outer veto system. However,
the MegaMini prototype is 8 layers thick, instead of four
(see Figure 11).

By repeatedly running over the same data set taken
with the MegaMini while varying the mulikecutoversum
value, one can output the number of 4-fold coincidences
in the top 4 layers (N top

4fold), the number of 4-fold
coincidences in the bottom 4 layers (N bot

4fold), and the
number of 8-fold coincidences. This output can be used
to calculate the 4-fold efficiency and the muon purity.
The product of these two needs to be maximized.

Figure 10: In a four fold coincidence EnDep within the
MegaMini module prototype (see appendix B), the log of the
likelihoods of each of the 4 hits is taken, summed together,
and the sum is plotted. The left peak corresponds to radiation
hits, while the right peak represents muon hits. This plot is
intended to get an intial feel for where to apply the cut on the
sum of the log likelihoods in a possibly muonic EnDep, to iso-
late the right peak. Optimization studies summarized in table
II agree with the plot in that the cut should be between 0 and
2.

Figure 11: A sketch of the MegaMini module prototype, with
channel numbers shown.
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N top
4fold = Nµ,top

4fold +Nrad,top
4fold (B1)

N bot
4fold = Nµ,bot

4fold +Nrad,bot
4fold (B2)

The above equations are based on the assumption that
all hits in a triggered EnDep are either due to muons, or
due to radiation.

N8fold = Nmu
8fold+Nrad

8fold = εµ,top4foldN
µ,bot
4fold+εrad,top4fold Nrad,bot

4fold

(B3)

N8fold = Nmu
8fold+Nrad

8fold = εµ,bot4foldN
µ,top
4fold+εrad,bot4fold Nrad,top

4fold

(B4)
The above two equations assume that the number of 8
fold coincidences represents the true number of muons
(after efficiency corrections) in the sample. Thus, the
number of 4 fold coincidences times the 4 fold efficiency
for both muons and radiation should sum to the number
of 8 fold hits. Dividing equations (B1) by (B3) yields
(B5).

N top
4fold

N8fold
= πµ8fold ×

1

εµ,bot4fold

+ (1− πµ8fold)×
1

εrad,bot4fold

(B5)

Next, if one uses the assumption that

εµ,bot4fold > 2εrad,bot4fold (B6)

it can be shown that

1 > πµ8fold > 2−
N top

4fold

N8fold
εµ,bot4fold (B7)

Or, rewritten in a general way as εµ,bot4fold > Nεrad,bot4fold

πµ8fold >
εµ4fold

N4fold
N8fold

−N
1−N

(B8)

Where N is defined as
εµ,bot4fold

εµ,bot4fold
.

An efficiency study has been conducted to optimize
ε4fold × π4fold, and the results are summarized below.

mulikecutoversum ε4fold π4fold ε4fold × π4fold

no cut 0.7650 0.1923 0.1471

1.20 0.7418 0.8703 0.6456

1.30 0.7401 0.8753 0.6478

1.40 0.7358 0.8800 0.6473

1.50 0.7307 0.8839 0.6458

1.75 0.7152 0.8954 0.6404

2.00 0.6937 0.9100 0.6313

3.00 0.5607 0.9537 0.5346

4.00 0.2670 1.0000 0.2715

Table II: Table summarizing the results of a study designed to
optimize the cut on the sum of the log likelihoods, to maximize
efficiency and purity. The optimal cut was found to be about
1.30.
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